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HITRIplus Project 

Organised in the Framework of the HITRIplus EU-funded project 
Large consortium where also all existing European heavy-ion therapy centres participate,

plus CERN and GSI research centres, and the future SEEIIST research infrastructure, among many others.

First event of HITRIplus Project 

Heavy Ion Therapy Masterclass School included in  “Education and Training” Work Package
addressing university students and up to early stage researchers and practitioners
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Articles: https://indico.cern.ch/event/840212/page/18001-articles

- Accelerating News
- GSI News
- ENLIGHT
- CERN Courier

Very well received, had a big impact, but also a big challenge 
Despite the online mode, and huge numbers, it run smoothly and was quite interactive
but required big efforts and a well-trained, enthusiastic team of friends 

Executive Summary

Some comments of participants:
• It’s approach, regarding the content but also its format was “holistic, multi-disciplinary, original”
• Speakers, top experts in their fields, started from basic principles, so beginners and participants from different 

fields could follow, and then progressed to deeper details, not taking shortcuts.
• It gave the opportunity to have an overview of heavy-ion therapy but also included cutting-edge developments.

HITM school webpage
https://indico.cern.ch/e/HeavyIonTherapyMasterClass

https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/redir.aspx?C=Rq4v0eoIOjN05MQOLeA-sJEbF9y_mK0NHc9P33KvoMYwH1Q_5RfZCA..&URL=https://indico.cern.ch/e/HeavyIonTherapyMasterClass
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- Long lectures in the morning
- Hands-on in the afternoon
- Students’ presentations in the presence of experts
- Virtual visits to existing therapy centres guided by the local experts, 

supported by web-cam or videos 
- Every day started with videos while participants were connecting 

to give them a visual impression and help them relate what they would listen 
- Every day ended with social events, to provide opportunities for networking and entertainment
- Last day dedicated to “future developments” just before the “Careers Fair” in the evening

Format of School

“Original” Format: commented, liked by participants
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https://indico.cern.ch/e/HeavyIonTherapyMasterClass

965+100 
from Egypt 

via a single 

connections

Number of participants: 965

➢ 36 lecturers

➢ 222 young researchers 

➢ 234 PhD students

➢ 197 Master students

➢ 276 Undergraduate sudents

https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/redir.aspx?C=Rq4v0eoIOjN05MQOLeA-sJEbF9y_mK0NHc9P33KvoMYwH1Q_5RfZCA..&URL=https://indico.cern.ch/e/HeavyIonTherapyMasterClass
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Uni of Benha, Egypt: Integrate the school into the Uni curriculum, presence of rector 

Opening Session
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First day: only speakers on zoom and webcasting (any number of participants, but no communication) 

Opening Session
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webcasting with support of CERN IT:
https://webcast.web.cern.ch/event/i1024183

https://indico.cern.ch/e/HeavyIonTherapyMasterClass

Connection Instructions 

every day zoom links 
and updates

For better interaction use of the 
- shared doc to insert questions
- Zoom chat
- evaluation form
- polls

Info on certificate of attendance
via the web page and special email. 

Recordings available in the timetable 
for the ones at different time zones

https://webcast.web.cern.ch/event/i1024183
https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/redir.aspx?C=Rq4v0eoIOjN05MQOLeA-sJEbF9y_mK0NHc9P33KvoMYwH1Q_5RfZCA..&URL=https://indico.cern.ch/e/HeavyIonTherapyMasterClass
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Treatment Planning Virtual Therapy Centre

Focus: Treatment Planning and all it entails to deliver the beam to the target
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School Lectures

Timetable: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1024183/

multidisciplinary facets of heavy- ion therapy
many different interesting career paths in many different fields 
where there is lack of specialised personnel 
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School Format

- Hands-on sessions, “do it yourself” guided by experts, 
with real data and professional tools and methods

- Presentations by students of hands-on results or projects
- Discussions with experts from different Labs
- Visits of Labs

Afternoon Sessions: “Interactive Experiences”

Timetable: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1024183/

Hands-on results presented everyday by students of 

Benha Uni, Egypt and some other volunteers
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School Format

Participants could drop results of hands-on session: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K5wGM9sZJNQauvaS6P5jfm30mUNzPPdCh
CFQ0o7KDKM/edit

to discuss them during the students session with the experts 
But also as requirement to obtain “certificate of attendance”

Hands-on results and students presentations

Some student’s presentations were scheduled already:
mostly master’s and/or CERN summer students supported 
by private sponsor wishing to strengthen this kind of research
and support young researchers in this field

Timetable: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1024183/

https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/redir.aspx?C=T2ePoStPEOkpjQzJrZqJiuI8QzAJjzLP53F4DlDLQEEKNtoVXRjZCA..&URL=https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K5wGM9sZJNQauvaS6P5jfm30mUNzPPdChCFQ0o7KDKM/edit
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Diversity 
and sharing know-how 
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Timetable: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1024183/Statistics
Out of a total of 36 speakers, 18 female 
Plus 23 students’ presentations plus the students from uni Benha (Egypt)

Gender equality 
and students presentations
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- Tuesday: 
connected to GSI, the research institute where heavy-ion therapy was pioneered (C. Graeff)
and CNAO, the running heavy-ion therapy centre (M. Pullia et al)

- Wednesday: 
dedicated to treatment planning 
expert from CNAO presented the real TP tools used in CNAO and explained real cases, 
discussed and contrasted to the matRad TP tool for training and research

- Friday: focusing on future facilities and plans

Themes of
students sessions

-

- Thursday:  
focus on International MasterClasses programme of IPPOG 
presentations of the coordinators Uta Billow and Ken Cecire
complemented by presentation from Sarajevo MCs
- on pedagogical value of MCs  based on analysis of surveys and 
- on the PTMC experiences
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90 answers

Zoom Polls
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Hands-on: based on professional open source treatment planning toolkit 

matRad, developed by Heidelberg DKFZ www.matrad.org

matRad Treatment Planning toolkit

http://www.matrad.org)/
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Thanks to: Niklas Wahl and Hans-Peter Wieser

matRad, developed by Heidelberg DKFZ www.matrad.org

matRad Treatment Planning toolkit

180 participants delivered 

matRad hands-on results

Out of 238 certificate requests, 

158 eligible 

having delivered hands-on
and sufficient attendance

http://www.matrad.org)/
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matRad Treatment Planning toolkit

….hats off to both of you….

Thanks to: Niklas Wahl and Hans-Peter Wieser
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matRad Treatment Planning toolkit

….hats off to both of you….

Thanks to: Niklas Wahl and Hans-Peter Wieser

matRad, developed by Heidelberg DKFZ www.matrad.org

http://www.matrad.org)/
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School Lectures

Timetable: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1024183/

STATISTICS :
NNNNN

Recordings and presentations 
available in the timetable 

for the ones at different time zones
Immediately at lunch break and evening

Statistics
Total: 35.5 h
- Lectures: 18 h
- Hands-on 7.5 h
- Students sessions: 5 h
- Social Events: 5 h

Overall: much-too-much…
but still participation to social events !!
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The Hosting team @ Social Events: 

Amar Kapić

PhD student

EPFL/CERN

Aristeidis Mamaras

MSc student

AUTh/CERN

Damir Škrijelj

MSc student

UNSA/DKFZ

Rebecca Taylor

PhD student

ICL/CERN

Social Events Networking

Every evening 18:00-19:00 CET     8 speakers on various topics

Link: https://spatial.chat/s/IonTherapyMasterclass

The Platform SpatialChat : 40-50 participants, 60 on Fri till 21:30

https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/redir.aspx?C=RaRKtQlNPVOQ8hdMxjasqxSx4RIBhLjTGi1_4Na2PbA56cubohjZCA..&URL=https://spatial.chat/s/IonTherapyMasterclass
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The disco and fun !

Requested to have SPATIAL available at coffee breaks !
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European countries: 

➢ 495 partipants

Non-European countries:

➢ 470 participants
Western Europe:

124 participants

Northern Europe:

61 participants

Easthern Europe:

79 participants

Southern Europe:

231 participants

Expanding in Europe
and beyond
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Europe
65%

Asia
23%

Africa
7%

North America
3%

South America
2%

Australia
0%

Number of participants

Europe Asia Africa North America South America Australia

Europe Asia Africa
North 

America

South 

America
Australia

Number of 

participant

s

436 158 47 17 12 2

India, Egypt, Australia
Cameroon, Thailand, Iran, USA, Jordan, Nigeria, Ghana
Azerbajan, Singapore, South Africa, Malaysia, 
Colombia, Mexico

Expanding in Europe
and beyond
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World-wide reach motivating next generation of scientists

HITRIplus full week heavy-ion therapy masterclass school International MasterClasses one day activity
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Behind the scenes !

Big Thanks!
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Thank you for your attention!

Statistics
- N. of litres of coffee
- N. of Kg of chocolate
- N. of emails answered
- N. of hours of sleep deficit…
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SOCIAL EVENTS 
and

PARTICIPANTS COMMENTS 
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Carrier Fair 
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Social Events: Career’s Fair

DKFZ
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Social Events: Career’s Fair

COSYLAB
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Social Events: Career’s Fair

CERN
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Social Events: Career’s Fair

GSI
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Social Events: Career’s Fair

CNAO
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Social Events: Career’s Fair MedAustron
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Being online was a great advantage to get not only the students from all around the world to participate 
but also bring the experts
Opportunities to meet experts 
We have no opportunity learn and have no experience in country

Interaction with foreign researchers, which is not a common experience
Variety of personalities and institutes
Sharing the knowledges between different centers

Comments of Participants
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Interactivity

Availability of presentations and recordings immediately

Question time/sessions

Questions shared document to experts

Excellent explanations

speakers take time to answer all of the questions and that they 

answer any kind of question whether it is very simple or 

complicated

Comments of Participants

Patience answering questions

Availability for clarifications

MOTIVATING: The explanations were so interesting made me wanna learn more.
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Plethora, variety of excellent Top level, well known Speakers/experts in different related fields
and the way that explain the topic, from basic concepts to in depth details with enthusiasm, 
keep the interest of the audience

Well structured/planned, very well-prepared sessions, 
high-quality program covering relevant interesting topics 
giving valuable information

Comments of Participants

Overview of possible future studies fields and directions
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Multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary approach, comprehensive school
Holistic approach of the topic of heavy ion therapy
Very informative
Combining physics concepts with biology and medicine topics
Balance between physics and biology aspects of the subject
Connecting accelerator physics, medical physics and biology

Starting from general and basic level, introducing concepts not cutting short
very useful for the ones that come from other fields
different aspects approached and discussed (in depth)
detail descriptions and basics done very well

Covers most topics needed to get a grasp on what is really happening in particle therapy 
(starting from ion sources, accelerators, interaction with matter, radiobiology etc.)
Clear and concise, good insight in advanced cancer therapy technology
Deep technical insight
Approaching/analyzing particle therapy from different points of view

Comments of Participants
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I will be able to use this tool for improve my Masters thesis results.

I recognized at least 2 niches in which my team could contribute to solving current research 

problems/questions - microbeams and high dose rates.

Comments of Participants


